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San Mateo JACL is dedicated to promoting the historical and 
cultural understanding of the Japanese American experience and 

to protecting and advancing the human and civil rights of our 
multi-ethnic society through educational and community 

programs. 
 

Articles must be submitted before the third Friday in electronic format [Microsoft 
WORD, New York font] to katemotoyama@sanbrunocable.com. 

 
DAY OF REMEMBRANCE AT SAN MATEO COUNTY MUSEUM 

 
 

Michael Svanevik, Keynote Speaker.  Photo by Lucien Delia. 
 



San Mateo JACL observed “Day of Remembrance” on February 19th at the San Mateo 
County Museum in Redwood City.  Under the glorious stained glass dome and 
surrounded by the newly restored oak judge’s bench and banisters of the historic county 
courthouse, we gathered to remember the human consequences of Executive Order 9066.  
Emcee Ted Yamagishi welcomed those in attendance.  Assemblymember (District 12) 
and Speaker pro Tempore Leland Yee presented a proclamation to Florence Hongo and 
Asian American Curriculum Project and said that, in his former work as a psychologist, 
he had been troubled by the lack of representation of Asian Pacific Americans in 
educational materials.  He attested to the importance of AACP’s work in making 
available the histories and stories of the APA community.  Councilmember Karyl 
Matsumoto (South San Francisco) shared her own story that was tied, inextricably, to her 
internment experience.  She asked what kind of act a child, such as she had been, could 
have committed that would have warranted incarceration without due process.  Carmen 
Blair, Education Director, extended greetings and spoke about some of the museum’s 
initiatives, such as the Immigrants Gallery.  The museum is currently seeking 
photographs and artifacts of our community, as well as funding and other support. 
 
Karyl Matsumoto administered the JACL oath of office to board members.  Then, 
Michael Svanevik, professor of history, College of San Mateo, gave an understated but 
moving speech that focused on the small human details that those interned had 
experienced during their time at Tanforan Assembly Center and the long term Internment 
Center at Topaz.  It was as Mine Okubo wrote in her illustrated memoir, Citizen 13660 
"We had to make friends with the wild creatures in the camp, especially the spiders, mice 
and rats, because we were outnumbered.”  Michael mentioned his reservations in 
speaking on Day of Remembrance, questioning how he, who was of Norwegian descent, 
could broach the subject of the Japanese American internment.  He also observed, as a 
person who was also of German heritage, the disparate treatment of the Japanese 
Americans.  He urged that Day of Remembrance be more than just another day that 
passes, stressing the importance of the act of re-membering—by this we take ownership 
of what we have lived through in our bodies.  We can speak of our reality.  Finally, 
Michael invited those who lived through internment to share—and thereby save—their 
stories with future generations.  When the Living Treasure recognition was presented to 
Florence Hongo and AACP, not only did Ted Yamagishi mention the times he had 
sought refuge in that supportive environment, but Mary Jo Kubota-Arcarese spoke of 
how, as an educator, she had relied on AACP’s resources when she made presentations to 
students, fellow teachers, or the community.  Florence explained that, in the mid-
seventies, there had simply been no curriculum materials on the Japanese American 
experience.  It had become her mission to remedy that by writing our community’s tory.  
A new AACP initiative is “A Matter of Conscience,” focusing on allies in the community 
who had come to aid and support the Japanese American community during internment.  
The plaque that was presented to AACP featured the character, kansha, which means 
“deep gratitude.”  We are grateful for AACP’s 35 years of service to the community. 
 
At the end of the program, we sat together and enjoyed obento with lots of conversation 
among friends--some old and familiar, some new.  Day of Remembrance turned out to be 
a rare gathering of like-minded people who celebrated the Japanese American community 



and its commitment to civil rights.  San Mateo JACL expresses appreciation to:  Florence 
Hongo and AACP; Honorable Leland Yee; Honorable Karyl Matsumoto; Professor 
Michael Svanevik; Education Director Carmen Blair; Emcee Ted Yamagishi; 
Photographer Lucien Delia; Karl Matsushita, Japanese American National Library, and 
Donna Divodi, San Mateo Public Library.  Thank you to Takahashi Market; Carey Iida of 
Shiro Designs; and Diana Okamoto and Bo Yoshimura.  Our gratitude goes to our 
Community Center supporters and the JACL membership. 
 

 
 
Florence Hongo, representing the Asian American Curriculum 

Project.  Photo by Lucien Delia. 
 

ASSOCIATE MEMBER PAYMENTS ARE DUE 
 

Brent Nakagiri, Membership Chair, reminds those who are Associate Members that an 
annual payment of $45 is due.  Associate Members receive only this newsletter, Kokoro, 
and no other JACL benefits.  Please send a check to “San Mateo JACL” to the 
Community Center, 415 S. Claremont, San Mateo, 94401.  Thank you. 
 
 
MY FIGHT AGAINST AMERICAN PHANTOMS—Tariq Ramadan.  Part 2 of 2 Parts 

Published on Tuesday, December 21, 2004 by the Los Angeles Times 
 



The essence of my message to Muslims throughout the world is this: Know who you are, 
who you want to be. Find common values and build, with your non-Muslim fellow 
citizens, a society based on diversity and equality.  
 
 Our collective success hinges on breaking out of intellectual ghettos, collaborating 
beyond our narrow associations and fostering mutual trust without which living together 
is nearly impossible.  
That is my record, open and clear. I have no cause for concern. So in September, when 
the university was advised that I should reapply for my visa, I did so. At that time, 
Secretary of State Colin Powell said that my case would be reviewed fairly.  
   
That was two months ago, but since then neither the university nor I have heard anything. 
The latest contact with the Bush administration indicated that no decision was 
forthcoming in the near future. In essence, my petition, the university's request and the 
outcry from the academic community and the public were being ignored. This is an 
affront to justice, to my dignity as a scholar, and it is a violation of my basic human right 
to know what I am accused of and what proof there is to support it.  
   
Living in a state of limbo, in a bare apartment, not knowing where — or on which side of 
the Atlantic — my children will go to school in a few weeks has been extremely taxing 
for my family. To alleviate this and to preserve my dignity, I had to make the very 
difficult decision last week to resign my post at the university. My resignation 
notwithstanding, I am waiting for the Bush administration to reveal the results of its 
investigation, and for   
my name to be cleared of all the untrue and humiliating accusations I have been subjected 
to these last few months.  
   
The U.S. government is descending rapidly into a closed and worrisome unilateralism. 
But America's ideals are still exemplified by many of its citizens. These ideals were 
visible in the courageous stance of the University of Notre Dame and all those academic 
and civic organizations, intellectuals, journalists and ordinary people who defended me. 
They made it clear that academic freedom should be upheld, even if they didn't agree 
with every one of my ideas. They called for openness, transparency and dialogue, and 
cautioned against censorship rooted in fear and suspicion. It is they who represent the 
dignity of America.  
   
Islamic scholar Tariq Ramadan's most recent book is "Western Muslims and the Future of 
Islam" (Oxford University Press, 2003). His website is www.tariqramadan.com.  
 

JUSTICE DELAYED IS JUSTICE DENIED 
 

Assembly on the Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians 
Hastings College of the Law (at Hyde and McAllister), San Francisco 

April8 & 9, 2005 
 



The Assembly of Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians, a grassroots public 
education forum, will focus on the personal testimonies of US citizens and immigrants of 
Japanese, German and Italian ancestry in the US and from Latin America, who have not 
received proper acknowledgment nor an apology for the violation of their civil and 
human rights due to US government action during World War II. We will highlight 
stories of individuals and families who were interned in the Department of Justice camps 
and Army facilities as part of the enemy alien program. Some of the over 2200 Japanese 
Latin Americans who were abducted from 13 Latin American countries and interned in 
the US for the purpose of prisoner exchange with Japan will describe their experiences 
and their decades-long efforts to secure redress. We will also provide an opportunity for 
individuals and community organizations to speak to the importance of ongoing 
education about issues and lessons that are relevant to present-day concerns. 
 
The 2-day event will:  

• Document testimony by former relocatees and internees, expert witnesses and 

the public 

• Create a record of this little known history for educational and archival 

purposes 

• Examine how race prejudice, war hysteria, and a failure of political leadership 
impact both citizens and immigrants who were targeted as the “enemy” 

• Consider past and present day concerns regarding the necessity of national 
security and preservation of civil liberties  

• Raise awareness of US and international standards of government 
accountability and redress for civil and human rights violations 

• Consider what government action is considered “permissible” and the 
implications of the failure to acknowledge and redress civil and human 
rights violations 

 
 

BOAT PEOPLE EXHIBIT IN SAN JOSE 
 
Some 200,000 Vietnamese live in the Bay Area.  The fall of Saigon to Communists in 
1975 led to a 20-year exodus of mostly South Vietnamese refugees.  Many have 
harrowing tales of survival to tell as, for example, Nam Pham, who helped put the exhibit 
together.  At 28 years old, he captained a small boat that carried 91 men, women, and 
children in 1983.  The boat broke down and drifted for seven days, where passengers 
were plagued with heat and hunger.  A Malaysian fishing vessel towed them to the 
Malaysian coast, but the payment was all the passengers’ gold jewelry and cash.  From 
there, Pham immigrated to the United States. 
 
The exhibit was installed to go with the Tet Festival last month, but parts of the exhibit 
can be seen at the Immigrant Resettlement and Cultural Center’s San Jose Office by 



calling 408.971.7878.  The exhibit also honors soldiers who died, including more than 
50,000 Americans. 
 

SAVE THE DATE FOR CSM PRODUCTION OF JOHNNY GOT HIS GUN 
 

 
 
Johnny Got His Gun, “the great American novel” which won a National Book Award in 
1939, will be staged on Friday May 20 and Saturday May 21 at 7:00 p.m. at the Theater 
at College of San Mateo.  The 90 minute show, staged by Performance of Literature, 
Language Arts Division, will be followed by a discussion facilitated by professor of 
philosophy Jeremy Ball.  Admission is complimentary but donations will be accepted and 
all proceeds donated to a veterans group [exactly which is yet to be decided]. 
 
The 300-page novel was scripted and directed by Kate Motoyama and features students 
who performed in The Laramie Project last spring.  The Laramie Project, based on oral 
histories of residents of Laramie, WY, told the story of a hate crime, the murder of 
openly gay college student Matthew Shepard.  One of the actors in this upcoming 
production is youth board member Julian Antram, who played the role of Jedidiah Shultz 
in Laramie.  
 
Johnny Got His Gun is a disturbing novel about the cost of war, told in stream-of-
consciousness fashion from the viewpoint of a wounded WWI veteran.  In addition to the 
acting, the piece will feature choreography and dance by Kristen Quok and film by 
Cooper Glosenger, both CSM alumni.  Paintings from Scott Leddy’s “We’re Only 
Fooling Ourselves” series will be featured in the theater lobby. 
 
Kate and Julian hope that you will mark your calendars and attend the show. 
 

COMMUNITY CENTER NEWS 
RUMMAGE SALE:  DONATIONS AND VOLUNTEERS NEEDED  
 
The Community Center needs volunteers for the Rummage Sale Preparation Days:  
            Wednesday, March 30          



             Thursday,  March 31         Meet at 1:00 pm at Gardeners Hall  
             Friday, April 01                 Jobs:  sorting, displaying and pricing items.  
 
 On the day of the Rummage Sale on Saturday, April 2, there will be two major shifts:   
               9:00 am to 12:30 pm         and        12:30 pm to 3:00 pm  
 
 A clean up crew will be needed after the Rummage Sale at 3:00 pm.  There are yellow 
sign-up sheets posted in the Center and also in the Gardeners Hall.  Please sign up.  
Don’t forget to save your “stuff” as you clean out your closets and storage areas in you 
homes.  Drop donated items off at the Center on 3/30; 3/31; and 4/01. Your cooperation 
will be greatly appreciated.  This sale benefits the Center.  Let’s help make this a 
successful event!  Any questions ???  Call Chikako Sakamoto at 574-2110.  
 

SUNDAY MATINEE MOVIE 
 
Sunday Matinee Movie on March 27, 2005 at JA Community Center 415 S. Claremont 
St, San Mateo  
Ph. 650 343-2793  “BAREFOOT GEN”  
 
Drawn from Keiji Nakazawa’s true life experiences surrounding the nuclear bombing of 
Hiroshima during the summer of 1945.  Barefoot Gen tells the Story of one family’s 
struggle to survive in the aftermath of one of World War II’s defining moments. 
Animation in color, 90 minutes with English subtitles.  Free admission.  
 

MY FAVORITE JACL RECIPE:  FURIKAKE CRISPEX PARTY MIX 
 
Furikake Crispex Mix is a really easy, yummy recipe that was submitted by Karyl 
Matsumoto for the JACL Cookbook.  It’s sold in many shops in Hawai’i for exorbitant 
costs: 
 
1 cube butter 1/2 c light Karo syrup 2 T. soy sauce 3/4 c sugar 
1.9 oz furikake 2 large boxes Crispex cereal 
 
In saucepan, dissolve butter, Karo, soy sauce, and sugar.  Pour over Crispex.  Sprinkle 
furikake over cereal.  Bake 1 hour at 250 degrees, mixing every 15 minutes.  This is 
really ono and impresses friends and relatives from the Islands. 

 
1-800-400-6633 
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